Consultant Position

Aerodrome Certification Expert/ Inspector

Area of Expertise

✓ Drafting detailed regulations concerning the certification and surveillance of aerodromes.
✓ Setting up initial Aerodromes Standards Department to: assess aerodromes manuals and SMS; carry out certification process; issue aerodromes certificates; provide regular operational surveillance of aerodromes; approve operational procedures, manuals and equipment; develop written procedures to ensure inspections are carried out in a uniform manner in the context of ICAO SARPs, particularly those of Annexes 14 and 19 as well as ICAO guidance materials related to aerodromes certification & EASA Aerodromes regulatory framework.

Minimum years of experience in the area of expertise

✓ 15 years

Education and / or equivalent qualifications and experience

✓ University degree in civil engineering or aerodrome engineering

OR

✓ A minimum of 7 years’ experience working in an National aviation authority as an Aerodrome Engineer/Inspector

Number of years’ experience delivering consulting projects

✓ 5 years

Other requirements

✓ Experience in international consulting assignments.
✓ A good command of oral and written English (French or Spanish is an advantage).

Date published: November 2016
Deadline: Ongoing recruitment